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Abstract 

Integration of behavioral health consultants and specialists into medical settings has 

accelerated the development of evidenced-based practices for an array of problems and 

concerns common to behavioral medicine. Though these treatments have shown to be 

beneficial for those that engage in protocols, attrition remains high. With an emphasis in 

directed problem solving and skill building, many brief treatments leave little room for 

compassion, validation, and understanding. This article explores this trend and advocates for 

behavioral health providers to prioritize compassion as an evidence-based intervention itself. 
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A patient sits nervously in a cold and sparse clinic room. Left alone after a brief conversation 

with their primary care provider, he wonders if he said too much. Thoughts flood through his mind. 

Yes, he has been more stressed lately. Yes, he has been more tired with little to no motivation. But 

did he really need to talk to someone? He works to convince himself that it is not really that bad, 
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though he is also aware just how much he has been beating himself up lately. He has never heard 

of “behavioral health” before, but it sounded a lot like mental health. Now he is wondering if his 

provider thinks he is crazy, and worries even more that whoever walks through the door could not 

possibly understand his experience. His heart starts to beat faster. He looks over at his coat, 

tempted to grab it and sneak out, when he hears a tap on the door before it opens.  

Taking time to think about the experiences of our patients is an important part of clinical care, 

though a task that is likely not often completed. What is it like for a patient to meet with a trained 

mental health provider for the first time? How hard is it to open up emotionally for the first time, 

and to a stranger? What would it be like to go in for a primary care appointment, and to suddenly 

be seen by mental health? Despite perceived benefits of stigma reduction by integrated mental 

health services [1], many patients continue to perceive mental health in a negative light [2], as if to 

think it is something for others, not themselves.  

Clinical work can be thought of as a unique relationship, one that requires the training and 

experience of a professional to empower the trust of the patient, along with actionable skills for a 

patient to implement. However, while clinical work does require specific and distinctive skills, 

there are lessons to be learned from other impactful relationships in our lives, including those of 

caregivers and parents. Though these positions lack formal training in behavioral and mental 

health, those equipped with and ready to employ relational tools – like comfort, validation, hope, 

or love – often ease the emotional tensions brought by problems in sleep, pain, or sickness. It is 

important for medical and behavioral health communities to remember how, in these clinical 

relationships, much like parental relationships, simple acts and interactions steeped in humanness 

and compassion can alter behavior and be therapeutic.  

When we discuss these terms of humanness and compassion we are focusing on authentic and 

empathetic interactions from the provider. This centers on taking the time to connect emotionally 

with a patient, understand their concerns, experiences, and their goals, prior to attempting to 

modify behavior or problem solve. Too often the pressures of time, leadership and system 

demands, as well as internal pressures to fix, serve as barriers to the basic principles of 

beneficence, unconditional positive regard, and acceptance that all humans should feel from a 

provider truly trying to offer assistance. As patients experience ambivalence, miss appointments 

due to life struggles, or reject treatment plans defined as too difficult, it is important for us as 

providers to take that a step back to be compassionate and accepting that struggle is a normal and 

appropriate part of humanness, and the therapeutic process.  

Research on compassion in medicine has, historically, focused on medical outcomes and 

patient satisfaction. Rightfully so, as compassionate communication from their providers has been 

connected to an array of positive medical outcomes. Though the majority of studies are largely 

correlational, links have been found between compassionate interactions and, among others, 

lower blood pressure, greater metabolic control in patients with diabetes, and reports of chronic 

pain severity [3-5]. Beyond these medical outcomes, the psychosocial benefits of compassion are 

clear, with patients consistently showing greater psychological adjustment to diagnosis or medical 

treatment, adherence to medication regimens, and report higher satisfaction in care with more 

compassionate providers [6-7]. Further, from an administrative angle, decline in malpractice 

claims and readmission rates have also been pointed to by champions of those seeking to increase 

compassion and effective communication between providers and those they treat [8-9].  
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Given these findings, the assertion that medical providers serve their patients best when 

practicing from a compassionate stance is hardly controversial. However, only 53% of patients and 

58% of physicians report a belief that the U.S. health care system generally provides 

compassionate care [10]. While these perceptions are likely born from many factors, one likely 

concern is the increasing pressures and demands providers face in their practice. These burdens 

are reflected throughout the literature, as recent studies showed physicians at greater risk now 

more than ever for burnout due to factors that include sheer number of work hours, expectations 

for on call services, eroding intrinsic satisfaction, and increasing caseload volumes [11-12]. If 

compassion is seen as a finite resource, it certainly may be spread too thin for all patients being 

served by a single medical provider.  

In the past several decades, integration of specialty services into various medical settings, 

namely primary care, began to be promoted as solutions for both medical providers and their 

patients [13-15]. Headlined by primary care mental health integration models, incorporation of 

behavioral health specialists tasked with sharing the weight of comprehensive patient care offered 

both a unique expertise in human behavior as well as a precious resource not afforded to medical 

providers: time. Indeed, the shift from health as a spectator sport to one where patients were 

empowered to participate required additional providers with the ability, and availability, to 

motivate and educate. A wave of evidence-based practices emerged, designed for trained 

behavioral health specialists to combat an assortment of medical and behavioral problems, with 

insomnia, chronic pain, alcohol abuse, and medication adherence topping the list. Brief treatments 

(defined as normally 4-6 sessions, often 30 minutes or less per appointment) in behavioral 

medicine for these concerns have shown tremendous promise in their intended goals for change 

[16-19].  

Yet, these outcomes are reported only for those that complete the treatment protocols. 

Studies in treatment of chronic pain, insomnia, and weight loss have examined dropout rates in 

clinic settings and report concerning trends [20-23]. Though predictors of attrition are difficult to 

pinpoint, it is important to note that manualized treatments in brief models emphasize education, 

skill building, and behavioral experiments. Without question, the rationale is sound. However, the 

assumption that most patients will dive headfirst into application may be naive. As seen every day 

by those in helping professions, people from all walks of life behave in ways far against their self-

interest, and often cling, if not fight for, maintaining these patterns. In the face of evidence, a 

willing teacher, and techniques to better ones health and life, a sizeable portion will scoff and 

continue in their suffering, if for no other reason than fear of the unknown. This begs an important 

question: are behavioral health providers rushing into skill building at the detriment of those in 

the population who are most vulnerable and in need of help? 

Behavioral medicine is, like most mental health therapies, a dance with the irrational where the 

provider must choose their steps carefully. Though perhaps easy to scoff at such theories as the 

gate-control theory of chronic pain treatment or in the benefits of progressive muscle relaxation 

when coping with tobacco cessation, nearly all patients will respond to the most basic of human 

needs, human connection. Foundational principals in psychotherapy- validation of struggle, 

communications of nonjudgement, understanding of circumstance, feeling heard and accepted- 

are perhaps the most basic of dance steps, yet are at risk of being lost in the shuffle. With 

emphasis on actionable interventions, perhaps forgotten is that compassion, and the therapeutic 

relationship that blooms from those efforts, have always and continue to be an evidence-based 
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intervention in and of itself [24-26]. For example, research has suggested that use of immediacy 

(or discussions of the here-and-now therapeutic relationship), even in brief treatment, can 

increase patient involvement, emotional expression, and reduce defensiveness [27]. Even 

motivational interviewing, one of the most valuable tools in brief behavioral medicine, advises to 

engage with the patient through empathic reflection, values clarification, and active listening 

before any attempts are made to evoke reasons for change [28].  

The perspective that this article hopes to open for consideration is that space can be made for 

compassion within the brief model. Despite a push to begin a change plan, to do something, true 

demonstration of understanding and patience may be what our patients need most. The push for 

brief encounters is understandable, as availability for same-day access is paramount in engaging 

patients that might otherwise be less likely to follow-up with care, particularly psychiatric 

populations who may need a higher level of treatment [29]. The cost, however, is providers that 

feel they need to work at break-neck speed, often pushing a patient through a treatment, rather 

than the intended collaborative relationship where patient and provider walk alongside each other. 

In these moments, it is compassionate exploration that is often sacrificed, as it is by nature slow 

and methodical, which may seem antithetical to brief models. This may be especially true in 

behavioral medicine, as it is easy to justify the focus of the treatment as the disorder (the sleep, 

the pain, the weight loss, etc.) rather than the person. 

The therapeutic relationship can be so routinely and obligatorily discussed in counseling and 

psychotherapy that there is a danger that it has lost all meaning. In manuals and training seminars, 

it has become, in some ways, a disclaimer or preface on the way to discussion and overview of 

technique or skill. What has the patient learned? What has the patient done? This article seeks to 

be a reminder that behavioral medicine needs re-focusing on the most basic of therapeutic 

stances. What does the patient feel? Can providers appreciate the fear that which prevents a 

behavioral activation plan from execution? Is there an understanding of the shame a patient may 

feel when discussing weight loss? Do the worries that push a patient away from sleep need 

exploration and validation? Honoring and addressing these questions and reflecting their answers 

to the patient can, in itself, be an intervention, even if only in an initial session. In some cases, 

perhaps 4-6 sessions spent only on securing the therapeutic attachment is also indicated and 

therapeutically appropriate, if not necessary. This can be a signal to the patient that a connection 

has been established that then allows steps to be taken into the unknown of behavior change and, 

in many cases, it may be the only reason a patient returns to treatment and is, eventually, able to 

better accept actionable, skill based intervention.  

The question then becomes, how does a provider become more compassionate? The answer to 

this can be simple, yet often difficult to remember, and ultimately centers on slowing down and 

listening to the patient. The power of feeling heard can feel like a luxury that many are unable to 

access. To feel sick, sad, desperate, hurt, or broken, having another human sit in those emotions is 

an initial ingredient for change. Certainly not the only ingredient, as there are many treatment 

models and theories for the skills to apply in these moments, but to jump into these without this 

element can quickly lead to attrition in treatment.  

We all have a choice as to what kind of provider we choose to be that comes through the door 

to greet a possibly nervous, confused, or hesitant patient. We can choose to focus on the “what to 

change” or “what to fix,” or we can choose to focus on the human in the room, to provide 

validation, comfort, and connection before engaging in what might be broken. A compassionate 
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therapeutic relationship should take precedence above overzealous and premature action 

planning, problem solving, and fixing. Doing brief work slowly means having comfort and security 

in knowing that the byproducts of basic human connection and compassion, and the space made 

to create that bond, will only accelerate the treatment once established. We urge all behavioral 

medicine providers, as well as researchers and administrators of these programs, to embrace and 

prioritize compassion as the most active ingredient toward greater emotional and physical health. 

As generations of caregivers have already shown us, above technique and skill, we must make 

room for safety, patience, trust, love, and compassion. 
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